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The Goods Shed at Claremont on the Park
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Vision
To realise the potential of land and property
across Western Australia by delivering
excellence in new and revitalised residential
and economic centres.

For the past 25 years
LandCorp has helped shape
Western Australia by building
great places to live, work
and play.
As the Western Australian
Government’s land
development agency, we
play a critical role in
planning for the growth and
development of our suburbs
and towns, our cities and
our State.
From industrial investments,
which drive job creation
and support the development
of new industries, to

residential investments,
which create exciting
places for new generations
of Western Australians to
call home, we are realising
the potential of our
great State.
We operate across Western
Australia and adopt an
integrated and commercial
land delivery approach which
enables us to provide a return to
Government for reinvestment.
We work in partnerships
to deliver innovative and
sustainable developments.

Cockburn Central West
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Strategy
Strategic direction
We have a unique ability to work
at scale and undertake precinct
developments which help shape
our cities and towns. By investing
in transport-oriented and strategic
infill residential developments, we
are able to optimise the use of
existing infrastructure to benefit all.
With projects spanning
metropolitan, regional, industrial,
tourism and commercial sectors,
we work to deliver positive social,
environmental and economic

We seek to demonstrate
innovation in land and
property development
to achieve Government
policy objectives.

We address market
failure related to supply,
diversity, price point,
timing or lots produced
and de-risk land.

outcomes. We do this by
working across four key result
areas: integrated project outcomes,
our relationships and partnerships,
organisational and commercial
sustainability, and market leadership
and innovation.

Our community
engagement approach
ensures we understand and
respond to the community's
economic, social and
environmental needs
and expectations.
We ensure the best
outcomes and returns are
achieved from Government
land holdings.

Realising the social,
economic and environmental
potential of residential
and economic and
employment land
across Western Australia.

We ensure adequate
land supply to
support economic and
community growth.

Through our sustainable
development approach
we balance social, economic
and environmental
outcomes.

We work closely with
the private sector to
facilitate private sector
investment in the State.
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